
Recruitment and Cohort Manager 
 

Reports to: Danny Swift, Head of Operations 
Start date: August 2019 

Location: London  

Contract: Full-time permanent contract 
Salary: £30K (+6% employer pension 

contribution) 

 

The Challenge  

Education has the capacity to break the link between demographics and destiny.  Yet every day 41 of 
England’s most vulnerable children– equivalent to more than a full classroom of pupils – are permanently 
excluded, with disastrous personal and societal consequences. 

These are the country’s most disadvantaged: 4 times more likely to have grown up in poverty, 7 times 
more likely to have special needs, 10 times more likely to have mental health problems and 20 times 
more likely to be interacting with social services due to safeguarding concerns. These children are at 
serious risk of knife crime.  

Once they are excluded, life chances are bleak. Less than 2% of excluded pupils finish school with the 
qualifications they need in maths and English;  50% are immediately not in education, employment or 
training (NEET) straight after GCSEs. This small group of pupils goes on to make up half of the prison 
population, and is more likely to reoffend.7 It is estimated that each excluded child will go on to cost the 
state £370,000 in extra education, health, welfare and criminal justice spending. For last year’s cohort of 
excluded pupils, that’s a total cost of £2.9bn to the Exchequer. 

Yet too little is known about how to break this tragic cycle. While some parts of the school system 
have seen an evidence-led revolution, there has been insufficient research and teacher training in how to 
measure or move outcomes for these most complex and vulnerable pupils. This impacts teacher 
satisfaction. Increasing numbers are leaving the profession, disillusioned and disempowered by this lack 
of expertise, and jaded by the unethical practices of some school leaders, which are contributing to 
exclusion. Meanwhile, the numbers of young people whose lives are written off through school exclusion 
continues to rise, year on year. 

 

Our Vision 

The Difference is a new education charity, founded to improve the life outcomes of the most vulnerable 

children by raising the status and expertise of those who teach them.  By 2030 we want a new story on 

school exclusion: 

1. People - The best teachers working with the children who need them most – A third of the 

350 schools for excluded pupils in the country have a Difference Leader leading improved 

practice and outcomes for excluded children in their setting.   

2. Practice - An evidence base of what works with the most vulnerable – Specialist training from 

The Difference has shaped the strategic approach that over 1,000 of the 3,500 secondary schools 
nationally take to Inclusion, leading to lower incidence of school exclusion. Life outcomes beyond 

exam results are becoming better measured and valued, as is the multi-agency and relationship-

informed work in schools which underpins them. 
3. Perception - A movement of ethical, inclusive leadership influencing the school system – A 

cadre of Difference alumni, partners and advocates are shifting the national culture in schools. 

Their work is shared and amplified by The Difference.  Incentives and opportunities for schools 

to meet the wellbeing, safeguarding and learning needs of all children are improving, through 
local and national policy. 

  



Our Journey 

The Difference is embarking on the ten-year journey to such a future.  Over the first three of these years, a 

pilot of the Difference Leaders will: work in 10% of schools for excluded pupils; develop the evidence base 

of which interventions are best-replicated to impact vulnerable pupils; and continue to convene the 

conversation on inclusive practice in England’s schools.  We will grow from a tiny start-up of six staff, to a 
bigger organisation, with impact across the country.  Are you the right person to help us achieve this? 

What is the context? 

The Difference is a rapidly growing start-up. This means that: 
• You will feel ownership over our vision and mission; 
• You will report directly to the Head of Operations; 
• You will work closely within the small start-up team; 
• You will be required to work dynamically and flexibly, across the organisation in the early stages 

of our work; 
• You will be an ambassador and advocate of our work to all you meet; 
• You will be proactive in your own professional development - continuously reflecting, identifying 

learning opportunities and using networks to grow your expertise. 

 

What is the role? 

The Recruitment and Cohort Manager will work with the Head of Operations to recruit cohorts 

of Difference Leaders across The Difference’s regions. This will involve working to understand 

the motivations and backgrounds of potential applicants, as well as delivering The Difference’s 

selection process. Attraction work will be ultimately led by the CEO, but will be informed and 

managed by the Recruitment and Cohort Manager, with support from the Head of Operations. 

Once Difference Leaders being in their roles, the Recruitment and Cohort Manager will have a 

crucial role to play in understanding and meeting their needs. 

 

The Difference is still in start-up phase, with all staff working across a range of workstreams, 

and with roles needing to remain flexible to adapt to the fast pace of change.  

 

Despite this need for flexibility, the Recruitment Manager will: 

 

Attraction 

• Use surveys, meeting and calls to understand the motivations and ‘character profiles’ of 

current and prospective Difference Leaders, to inform messaging and attraction 
strategy; 

• Organise attraction events to share The Difference Leaders Programme with potential 
applicants; 

• Work with external partners to produce marketing materials (articles, blogs, social 

media posts…); 

• Use social media and traditional media to disseminate marketing materials and attract 
target teachers; 

• Work with The Difference team and external partners to design and carry out The 

Difference’s attraction strategy; 

• Support organisation of IncludEd conferences, including logistics and teacher 
attendance. 

 

Selection Process 

• Work with Difference Team to: 

o Revise application and registration forms; 



o Write video or phone interview questions (if necessary); 
o Update competencies and sub-descriptors; 

o Update selection materials and assessor briefings; 

• Work with Head of Operations to: 

o Manage internal screening of applications by Difference Team, and ensure 
consistency; 

o Intervene on selection process where necessary, based on volume, demographic 

analysis, geography etc. 
 

Selection Centres 

• Organise selection centres across The Difference’s regions (in London and the North 

from November 2019); 

• Recruit external assessors from AP Partner schools; 

• Hire and train role play actor(s); 

• Update selection centre timetables to fit with school timetables; 

• Brief internal and external assessors ahead of selection centre and on the day; 

• Coordinate selection centres on the day – chairing wash-up discussion and recording 

outcomes; 

• Manage any temporary staff to support at selection centres; 

• Ensure matching insights are recorded to inform matching process; 

• Collate comments from selection centres for feedback to candidates and to be shared 

with AP Partner Schools where necessary; 

• Support Programme Team to organise any extra observations or meetings necessary. 

 

Data, Monitoring and Learning 

• Work with the Head of Operations to:  

o Ongoingly maintain and update the Applicant Tracking System; 
o Track data (on volume, demographics, motivation, conversion rates) at each 

stage of process, to inform attraction and selection strategy; 
o Track spikes in applications/registrations in relation to attraction activities; 
o Use analysis to inform attraction strategy; 

o Report weekly on registration/application numbers – including demographic, 
geographic and motivation analysis; 

o Share analysis with different stakeholders including: funders, AP Partners, 

media, prospective applicants, mainstream schools; 
o Use analysis to inform future iterations of selection process; 

 

Candidate Communication 

• Ensure timely feedback to candidates at each stage of the selection process. This will 
include: 

o Calling and/or emailing potential applicants who have registered interest (and 
delegating these calls where appropriate); 

o Constructing ‘candidate profiles’ (Which messages most appeal? What concerns 

might a candidate have?) to inform personalised communication for candidates; 
o Sharing registration/application form with EOI group and any other relevant 

groups (e.g. IncludEd attendees); 

o Assigning and communicating selection centre days to candidates; 
o Calling applicants before selection centres; 
o Sending out rejection emails; 

o Calling those unsuccessful at selection centre, to provide feedback; 



o Compiling feedback for successful candidates, to be shared at selection centre; 

• Assign candidates to other Difference Team members, where needed; 

• Use surveys and/or feedback calls to collect information about candidate (and assessor) 

experience, to inform selection process design. 
 

Onboarding 

• Ensure collection of onboarding documentation (Right to Work, DBS, degree 

certificates…); 

• Collect references for those successful at selection centres; 

• Support Head of Operations and Programme Team with matching process; 

• Share candidate profiles, documentation and references with AP Partner Schools; 

• Support Programme Team with retention strategy for successful applicants; 

• Keep reserve pool warm via updates and communication. 
 

Difference Leader Communications 

• Support Programme Team to: 

o Design a strategy for building a strong cohort effect; 
o Send messages and information to Difference Leaders; 
o Coordinate Difference Leaders’ involvement in media and attraction work; 

o Plan and organise cohort-building events; 
o Understand Difference Leaders’ satisfaction with the Programme, and use this to 

inform delivery; 

• Support Head of Operations to: 
o Identify and address any HR-related issues for Difference Leaders.  



Person Specification 
 

Essential knowledge, experience and skills 

• Ability to evidence shared values with The Difference 
• Ability to work flexibly in a small team 

• Ability to thrive in a fast-paced and sometimes ambiguous start-up environment  

• Excellent administrative and organisational skills, including a good eye for detail. 

• Proven ability to acquire and implement new skills quickly. 

• Excellent interpersonal skills to work with many internal and external stakeholders. 

• Ability to manage competing priorities and ensure deadlines are met. 

• Ability to take initiative and problem-solve as required. 

• Strong written and verbal communications skills 

• Proficient in Word, PowerPoint and Excel. 

• Flexible and adaptable approach, and the ability to work as part of a small team. 

 
Desired knowledge, experience and skills 

• Experience of Salesforce or other CRM and/or applicant tracking systems. 

• Knowledge and experience of the education sector. 

• Experience of writing articles, blogposts. 

 

 
The Difference Values 

The successful candidate will share our six core values: 

• Purpose: Our work is guided and galvanised by our values and beliefs.  We are problem 

solvers, and do not wait to act. We are inspired by our purpose to improve life outcomes for 
the most vulnerable young people, and to develop the people, practice and public perception 

required to achieve this. 

• Collaboration: We build relationships into our work, give to others readily and use others’ 

strengths alongside your own, to have greater impact in our work. We are inspirers and 

facilitators of others; able to influence and to advocate. We see the big picture and strive for 
better collaboration across services. 

• Bravery: We are independent thinkers, willing to speak out, to challenge others and the status 

quo, where it is inconsistent with our shared aims and values.  We are able to take decisions 

despite ambiguity, and are resilient and persistent in the face of challenging odds. 

• Excellence: We expect the best from people and ourselves, and do not prejudge. We value 

quality work, tangible results, and feedback to inform continuous improvement. 
• Pragmatism: We are able to recognise current limitations and strive for improvements within 

and beyond them.  We are flexible in our thinking, willing to be proved wrong, and able to 

plan for strategic change, prioritised over shorter-term, shallow goals. 

• Humility: We are able to be challenged and to learn from experiences and interactions. We are 
aware and respectful of others’ dignity, insight, knowledge and agency. 

 

To apply  
To apply for the role please email the following to jobs@the-difference.com, no later than Tuesday 23rd 
July at midnight, including the job title in the subject line and confirmation of where you saw the job role 
in the body of the email: 

1. A supporting letter (no more than 2 sides) outlining how your knowledge, skills and experience 
meet the requirements of the role; 

2. Your CV including references (maximum 2 sides); and 
3. Confirmation in the body of your email of your current salary and notice period, whether you 

have the right to work in the UK, and whether you have Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) and a 
valid criminal check with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). 

https://www.the-difference.com/the-difference/
mailto:jobs@the-difference.com


 

Interviews will be held on Thursday 25th July. Please indicate if your availability will be limited during 
this time, in the body of your email. 

 

 

Recommended reading  
To understand more about The Difference and what we are trying to achieve, we recommend browsing 

the following: 

• The summary of the research which underpins our organisation. 

• Our story so far and details of our founder’s story as told in Schools Week and TES. 

• The way we currently describe our programme to teachers in our short film, and the recruitment 

pages of our site. 

• Storytelling of The Difference’s work, including Shaun’s story and Will’s story . 

• Details of our first IncludEd conference, the second of which will run again in October 2019. 

• The impact we have had and are having on the policy debate in England’s school system, as told 

through our fortnightly Exclusions Bulletin. 

https://www.the-difference.com/the-issue
https://www.the-difference.com/our-story
https://schoolsweek.co.uk/kiran-gill-founder-the-difference/
https://www.tes.com/news/meet-woman-making-difference-vulnerable-pupils
https://www.the-difference.com/
https://www.tes.com/news/working-pupil-referral-unit-changed-my-career
https://www.tes.com/magazine/article/stepping-last-chance-saloon
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/included-london-shaping-an-education-that-works-for-vulnerable-pupils-tickets-47917682077
https://www.the-difference.com/four-bullet-friday

